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the recent times, filmmaker ashutosh gowariker has become synonymous with historic films and the surreal sets mounted on the larger
than life canvas. films like jodhaa akbar, swades, and lagaan stand as testimony to the same. this week's release is mohenjo daro, yet

another period film from the stable of ashutosh gowariker. will mohenjo daro have a 'historic' run at the box-office or will it bite the dust,
let's analyse. the film is based on a folktale that had been narrated in different forms across the country. the script and the film's makers

have taken great care to keep the story simple. the only thing that we need to know about the film is that, it was written by ashutosh and he
has made his third film with the mohenjo daro as its title. the film does have it charm of being a fresh take on the subject at hand. however,
being a film about a city and a city-building, it is a city that is fit for all ages. the film's screenplay is good, but it lacks on the punch and the
drama. the film's dialogue-book is average and the characters tend to remain flat throughout the film. the storyline is very good and it has a
very deep meaning and it is very well executed, yet, it just lacks a perfect execution. the direction is good but could have been better. the

film's cinematography is average and we have a lot of ugly shots. the only advantage of the film is its lighting, the other things are average.
hrithik roshan's performance is the only saving grace of the film, he gives his best in every scene and delivers a good performance, despite

his character being so ordinary. and pooja hegde has been very good in the film. she is good in the film but her role is very insignificant.
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